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The next installment in the Cool Chix series, Locks Trix for Cool Chix is a great, hip lead to haircare
and hairstyles for today's trend-conscious tween. Second in the Cool Chix series, which include
Beauty Trix for Cool Chix (0-8230-6957-5)• Includes make-your-own hair accessories like barrettes
and headscarves somewhat more difficult styles still right for daytime; or special-occasion styles like
updos and glam waves. Targets the 30 million tweens (age groups 8-13) who spend billions
annually• There are actually recipes for blending up at-home hair treats and step-by-step projects
for making cool hair add-ons. Sections like "Hairology 101," "Get Salon Savvy," and "Hair 911" offer
loads of hair-related info, from tips on caring for various locks types to simple explanations of
haircare items and devices, to solutions for hair emergencies like greasy roots and static electric
power. This one-stop guide gives tweens and teens everything they need for a hip, healthy head of
hair!• This friendly publication features more than 30 step-by-step projects to help tweens and teens
create cool hairstyles for all lengths and textures of locks. They can after that take the quiz once
again the next day to find a whole new appearance! Fun, hip text message and design• Illustrated
step-by-step instructions are easy to check out and so are appropriate• Girls start by going for a
short quiz to figure out the type of style they are looking for-basic styles like ponytails and twists;
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Loved the book - but service was lacking I loved the book. Oh my gosh this is actually the best hair
book in the globe! She really experienced the reserve and the instructions were easy enough on her
behalf to follow. Ultimate hair Book! Right now she is trying new hair styles on her own. Therefore
the book was a deffinate strike.! Don't waste materials your time or money upon this book! I could
hardly ever perform anything with my hair because it is normally wavy and frizzy. This item took
forever. I was never sent anything stating it had been being sent or the tracking. When I looked into
the reason - I was informed that it is still within the alotted period. Ridiculous I found this reserve
unhelpful and slightly obnoxious. Also the pictures helped her along. The only issue I got was with
the services. Actually I purchased this publication for the 9 calendar year old daughter to provide
her ideas to fix her locks. The author gives us a quiz to discover our hair type, but the "locks types"
she offers are extremely strange, and most girls can't relate with them!! I ordered things on the
same day or near it and received those products in in regards to a week - two at most. But this
book has plenty of designs formulated for my hair type. I recommend this book! Therefore although I
did receive it - and adored it - the only reason it's getting 4 superstars and not 5 is because of the
delay in shipping and delivery.! She encourages the usage of straigtening irons and curling irons,
although it is well known they are incredibly damaging to locks. Her hairstyles are acceptable, yet I
found them somewhat unrealistic for normal everyday women. It took almost a month for us to
receive this item. Great fresh ideas This book includes a lot of cute ideas for girls and Mom's too.
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